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Abstract—Reduced Resolution Update (RRU) video coding provides 
a better compression performance than H.264/AVC does. It is 
implemented by encoding the predicted residuals after down-
sampling at the encoder and at the decoder, they will be up-
sampled to the full-resolution size while motion compensation 
prediction signal are still yielded in the full-resolution spatial 
domain. In this paper, we first extend the frame-level RRU to the 
macroblock-level to obtain better coding performance than the 
frame-level RRU. Furthermore, we propose a novel macroblock-
level reduced resolution coding scheme which adaptively selects the 
part of DCT coefficients in the zigzag scan order to obtain better 
coding efficiency in terms of rate distortion performance. 
Experimental results exhibit that the proposed methods can 
achieve obvious improvements in both compression efficiency and 
decoding complexity compared with the frame-level RRU and 
H.264/AVC. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Reduced resolution update (RRU) video coding severs as a 

state-of-the-art coding tool for hybrid video coding and could 
obtain a better compression performance, which is originally 
presented in H.263 [1]. In RRU coding, the prediction residue 
yielded by motion estimation and compensation on the full-
resolution reference frame is down-sampled before the transform 
and quantization operations, then at the decoder, it is up-sampled 
to the full size after the inverse quantization and transform, and 
then added to the motion-compensated prediction signal to form 
the full-resolution reconstructed video. This idea has been 
extended to the H.264/AVC standard based on the frame-level 
realization presented in [2]. Since the up-sampling operation on 
residue is confined within a block, block artifact often occurs, 
therefore, M.L.Comer in [3] proposes an efficient method to 
reduce the blockiness and meanwhile, provide a better rate 
distortion performance than RRU scheme. 

In frame-level RRU coding, a frame is encoded in either 
RRU mode or normal mode totally through frame-level RD 
optimization comparison to make full use of both advantages. In 
order to achieve a better trade-off by the rate distortion 
measurement, full-resolution residue is down-sampled into low-
resolution size to reduce the bits cost of coding texture before the 
transform and quantization operations. Correspondingly, the 

macroblock partition for motion estimation and compensation is 
magnified with a factor of 2 to save the bits of coding side 
information. 

Frame-level RRU is able to obtain a better objective and 
visual qualities than H.264/AVC at low bitrate. However, a pre-
processing operation of down-sampling on the full-resolution 
residue usually loses high-frequency information dramatically 
and hence leads to a severe loss of performance at the middle 
and high bitrate. Though in the aforementioned frame-level 
scheme, rate distortion optimization between RRU mode and 
normal mode is able to keep the comparable coding performance 
compared with H.264/AVC at the high bitrate. In general, each 
frame contains different regions with different temporal 
correlation among adjacent frames. It’s a reasonable solution to 
extend the frame-level RRU scheme to the macroblock-level, in 
order to make the best use of  the advantages of RRU and normal 
mode than H.264/AVC. 

The down-sampled value in RRU mode is typically 
generated through averaging the values of four adjacent pixels. 
Moreover, during the up-sampling process, the interpolation 
operation is confined within a block, and hence that of pixels in 
the first and last rows and columns could not use the values of 
pixels across the blocks, thus blockiness occurs shown in [3]. 
Considering the limited reconstruction ability of currently used 
interpolation method in RRU, we propose an adaptive DCT 
coefficients selection scheme to replace the common spatial-
domain down-sampler, and use the inverse DCT transform 
directly to generate the full-resolution residue which could 
remove the extra interpolation process of RRU mode. Although 
the bit costs could be a little higher because of encoding more 
high frequency information in our scheme, the overall rate 
distortion is lower than that of current down/up sampling method 
in RRU mode. More importantly, our scheme reduces the 
decoding complexity and eliminates the blockiness by removing 
the spatial-domain up-sampling operation of RRU coding.  

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the detailed implementation of macroblock-level 
reduced resolution update coding. Based on the macroblock-
level realization, Section III presents the adaptive DCT 
coefficients selection scheme in the transform domain to replace 
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the spatial-domain down- and up-sampling operations of RRU 
mode. Section IV displays the experimental results. Finally, 
conclusions are given in Section V. 

II. MACROBLOCK-LEVEL RRU VIDEO CODING (MB-RRU) 

For the frame-level RRU coding scheme based on 
H.264/AVC, the whole frame is divided into macroblocks with 
the size of 32×32 instead of 16×16, and correspondingly the size 
of all the macroblock partitions and sub-partitions have been 
extended to 2 times of the original size in the horizontal and 
vertical directions, respectively. However, the mode definition 
and partitions for a macroblock remains the same. Therefore, the 
size of motion estimation and compensation for inter-blocks is 
also magnified by a factor of 2 for one dimension. Since the 
32×32 predicted residual are down-sampled into the normal size, 
the transform and quantization operations remain unchangeable 
compared with H.264/AVC. 

The proposed MB-RRU coding scheme could encode a 
macroblock in RRU mode or normal mode of H.264/AVC 
through rate distortion(RD) optimization, where the processed 
unit is also 32×32. In order to realize successful decoding, a one-
bit flag is added in the macroblock layer syntax to indicate which 
coding fashion is used for a 32×32 processed unit. Therefore, the 
overhead for coding these flags is marginal. If the normal mode 
is chosen, the basic processed unit will be divided into four 
16×16 blocks to be encoded one by one in a zigzag order and 
each block is encoded as standard H.264/AVC does. Fig 1 shows 
a simple example of encoded modes for the CIF format. Through 
comparing the RD cost between RRU mode and normal mode in 
the 32×32 unit, the mode with less RD cost is selected and the 
corresponding flag will be coded. The RD value of RRU mode is 
achieved as follows: 

RRU RRU RRUJ D Rλ= + ,                                          (1) 

where D  is the distortion computed as the sum of the squared 
difference of the original pixel values and the reconstructed ones 
in a 32×32 macroblock, R is bit rate, and λ  is the Lagrangian 
multiplier. 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Illustration of MB-RRU video coding with index in 16×16 
process unit the same as H.264/AVC for CIF sequences. The up-
left and down-right 32×32 macroblocks are encoded in normal 
mode and the remaining ones are in RRU mode. 

The sum of the four macroblocks’ RD cost is calculated by 
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In our MB-RRU scheme, once the first macroblock is 
encoded in RRU mode, it demonstrates that the regions with the 

number 0, 1, 22, 23 have already been encoded, as shown in Fig. 
1, which is different from H.264/AVC which encodes blocks in 
a sequence 0,1,2,3 … . Moreover, the Intra mode is also 
modified correspondently to accommodate the larger size block 
coding in RRU mode presented in [2]. It should be emphasized 
that some pixel values are unavailable when encoding the 
bottom-right macroblocks (e.g. No. 69) in the normal mode for 
intra 16×16 and intra 4×4 mode, because the upper-right 
macroblock with index No. 48 has not been encoded yet. The 
adaptive deblocking filter is also modified to be applied to the 
edges between two 8×8 luminance sample blocks in RRU mode. 
The decoding process is similar as the above encoding one. 

In practical RRU implementation, every bit of CBP 
indicates the residue distribution of 16×16 blocks instead of 8×8 
within a 32×32 unit. However, the encoded CBP of left and up 
macroblocks determines the probability model to encode current 
CBP during the entropy coding. Therefore, we should consider 
the circumstances that adjacent macroblocks have different 
coding fashions in order to obtain accurate model. For instance, 
the CBP coding of No. 46 should not use those of adjacent 
macroblocks to estimate the probability model and that 
information should be set unavailable. 

III. ADAPTIVE DCT COEFFIENTS SELECTION SCHEME 

 
Fig.2.The Block diagram of RRU encoder. The dotted part is 
substituted by the shaded block in our proposed DCT 
coefficients selection scheme. 

The spatial-domain down/up sampling operations greatly 
affect the visual quality of RRU coding especially at low bitrate 
and determines the extra burden for the interpolation in the 
decoding stage. Two different sets of down-sampling and 
interpolation filters are investigated in [3]. However, although 
different interpolation filters have different frequency responses, 
they all face the problem of handling the pixel values across the 
block boundary. Because of those unavailable pixels, the 
available ones near the block boundary are used repeatedly and 
severely affect the performance of longer filters. Considering 
that the down-sampler loses much high-frequency information 
and hence RRU mode owns limited ability of reconstructing 
accurate up-sampled residue, we propose an adaptive DCT 
coefficients selection scheme to replace the down-sampler and 
modify the corresponding up-sampling operation in the above 
MB-RRU coding scheme, as shown in Fig 2. 
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Typical RRU down-sampling operation achieves the average 
value of four adjacent pixels, while the interpolation method is 
described in H.263 Annex Q, considering the cases of 
interpolation in the inner block and near block boundary. The 
MB-level RRU coding in our experiments uses such down/up 
sampling methods presented in [3]. 

In our proposed scheme of substituting the spatial-domain 
down-sampler, the 8×8 DCT transform is applied to the residual 
errors since the minimum size of inter–block is 8×8 for RRU 
mode. In order to maintain the advantage of encoding down-
sampled residue, not all the 64 coefficients are needed to be 
coded. Moreover, most non-zero DCT coefficients concentrate in 
the upper-left part of the 8×8 block, therefore, it’s reasonable to 
only scan several low-frequency DCT coefficients instead of all. 

      At first, we studied the performance of maintaining the top 
16 DCT coefficients in the zigzag scan order, compared with the 
spatial-domain RRU coding which also has 16 residue errors for 
an 8×8 block. Experiments show that in this case although PSNR 
between a reconstructed and original block is higher, bits are 
consumed too much so that the RD cost is usually larger than 
RRU, at the circumstance of the same residues for two methods. 
It’s possible that some high-frequency coefficients located in the 
latter scan path add bit burden for encoding them, but contribute 
a little for the enhancement of PSNR. As a result, we propose an 
adaptive DCT coefficients selection scheme. 

      The down-sampling and DCT coefficients selection process 
is as follows: For an 8×8 DCT coefficients of residue, the top 16 
coefficients in the zigzag path are firstly maintained to realize 
the down-sampling operation. If they are all zero, there is no 
need to encode residue, otherwise the reconstructed block’s RD 
value J0 is calculated. Here the rate only refers to the bit 
consumption of encoding the non-zero residue and distortion is 
the square differences between the reconstructed and original 
sample values. Then we discard the last non-zero coefficient and 
recalculate the RD cost J1. The case with less RD cost will be 
selected in each comparison. By repeatedly executing this 
process until all the coefficients are zero, as described in Fig.3, 
the optimal one with the minimum RD cost will be achieved.  

      The above algorithm obtains local-optimal coefficients 
admitting that the CBP is fixed, however, it should be noted that 
one bit of CBP is determined by the four 8×8 blocks’ encoded 
residue and here the rate computation doesn’t count CBP value. 
So after the respective adaptive coefficients selection for four 
8×8 blocks, we should compare local-optimal results and no 
residue cases to achieve the best coefficients for the whole 
16×16 block. 

Although the rate computation is easy to realize, an 8×8 
inverse quantization and transform are needed for every 
itineration, which will significantly increase the encoder 
complexity. However, it doesn’t affect the decoding process. 
There is no need to have side information to store the position 
of coefficients with minimum RD, since they are in the zigzag 
order and others are forced to be zero and not encoded. More 

importantly, based on the work in [6], spatial-domain distortion 
computation could convert into the transform-domain, so the 
distortion calculation in our scheme can be done without inverse 
DCT, and could reduce the encoding complexity. The fast 
computing method needs further investigation. The above 
algorithm could also be applied independently to all the 
coefficients in normal mode of H.264 to enhance its 
performance. 

 
Fig.3. The adaptive selection process of DCT coefficients in an 
8×8 block in our proposed scheme. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this paper, all the experiments are done in H.264/AVC JM 
9.8 high profile. An IBBP structure is adopted with 
QPB=QPI,P+2. The CABAC entropy and all modes are used. 
There are 5 reference pictures and the search range is ±32. To 
test the performance of the proposed scheme, most results 
display cases of only transform 4×4 and both transform 4×4 and 
8×8 are also given for one sequence to demonstrate its 
effectiveness.  

In the following figures, “JM” is used to denote H.264/AVC. 
“RRU_FL” represents the frame-level RRU coding applied to B 
frames and “RRU_MBL” refers to the extended macroblock-
level RRU scheme on both P and B frames. “DCT_MBL” 
represents the adaptive DCT coefficients selection scheme for 
macroblock-level RRU mode on P and B frames. The above four 
schemes all use only transform 4×4 for normal mode. “_Frext” 
presents the cases of transform 4×4 and transform 8×8. 

 In Fig 4, “RRU_MBL” obviously improves the coding 
performance compared with “RRU_FL” to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of extended frame-level into macroblock-level. 
Most macroblocks choose RRU mode in “RRU_MBL” at low 
bitrate, where it has comparable performance with “RRU_FL”. 
“DCT_MBL” lies above “RRU_MBL”, demonstrating the 
effective of proposed scheme because of using transform-domain 
down-sampler to keep more high-frequency information than 
spatial-domain down-sampler. For the results of “_Frext” using 
transform 8×8 for normal mode, all curves improve efficiency 
compared with corresponding curves without transform 8×8. At 
the same time, the four schemes comparison remains the same. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

     In this paper, we have extended the frame-level reduced 
resolution update video coding to macroblock-level considering 
the different frequency distribution of each macroblock. Current 
RRU down-sampler loses lots of high frequency information, 
which is poor for interpolation afterwards. Therefore, it is 
undesirable at middle and high bitrates although it is able to 
yield satisfactory compression efficiency at low bitrates. 
therefore, we propose an adaptive DCT coefficients selection 
method to replace the spatial-domain down-sampler, in order to 
keep coding efficiency in terms of rate distortion performance. 
The relationship of motion vector and residue should be further 
studied in the reduced resolution coding to better understand its 
characteristic in the future. 
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(b) mobile CIF 300frames @ 30Hz
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Fig.4. Performance of the proposed DCT selection MB-level 
scheme for sequences (a) foreman, (b) mobile (c) crew and (d) 
soccer with QPI,P ranges from 26 to 30. 
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